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People, Preparation, Flexibility
Current Milling Capacity NEO

- Mt. Emily (BC): 20%
- Kinzua (BC): 74%
- Elgin Stud (BC): 69%
- Elgin Plywood (BC): 100%
- LG Particleboard (BC): 50%
- Blue Mt. Lumber: 50%
- Malhuer Lumber Co.: 50%
Historic Boise Timber Purchase (2008-2016)

Historic Boise Timber Purchase Breakdown (2008-2016)

- Local Federal: 54%
- Non-local federal: 13%
- Non-local private: 11%
- Local Private: 11%
- WA/ID State: 11%
Log Supply - Procurement

Operating Circle: ≈500 miles
Thank you!
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